
SPA BREAKS

TEMPLESPA

OVERNIGHT R+R

HOTEL GUESTS

Our standard rates do not allow access into the Spa but this can be added for

at £20.00pp per day. Please call ahead or add it into the notes when making

your reservation. All additional treatments will be charged as taken. 

Arrive to the Manor Spa for an overnight escape full of rest and

relaxation. Full access from 1pm to our spa facilities utilising our sauna,

steam room, jacuzzi, swimming pool, relaxation zone and for the fitness

conscious use of our gym is included. Enjoy a bottle of fizz in your

room for check-in, dinner in our newly refurbished restaurant (£25.00

allowance per-person) and a hearty breakfast on the day of departure.

Package Details:

Arrival from 1pm to enjoy a smoothie or hot drink with unlimited

access to the spa until checkout at 11am the next day. Please see Spa

opening times for reference.

Bottle of Prosecco chilled ready for your arrival into your bedroom

Manor Spa Ritual – Revitalise and rebalance with a combination of

massage focusing on your legs and back continuing with an energising

facial, utilising our award winning TEMPLESPA products. Fusing

together the benefits of this face and body experience, you will leave

feeling recharged with radiant skin and a sense of ultimate relaxation.

(50 Minute Treatment)

A £25.00pp Dinner allowance in our Restaurant

Overnight accommodation in a Cosy Double room with breakfast the

next day. We do have room upgrades available at additional charges so

please contact reception to discuss the options. Check In 3pm on day of

arrival.

Add additional nights from £100.00 based on 2 sharing bed and

breakfast. Additional Spa use will be charged as taken. Charged at site.

Prices based on 2 sharing, for single occupancy a charge of £55.00 will be added to your

account on checkout.

Monday to Friday £155.00pp / Saturday and Sunday £175.00pp

Call us on 01388 834 834 or email

enquiries@manorhousehotel.net to book

Please note our facilities are on multiple levels and are not wheelchair

accessible.


